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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the method to discriminate stop consonants in Japanese

mono-syllabic speech independently of speakers, using running spectra near the

burst point. The method is based on the statistical feature selection and the

statistical discrimination for multiple groups.

We first tried the conventional, multiple group discriminant method using linear

discriminant functions, and showed it was possible to discriminate stops with high

accuracy provided that voiceless/voiced distinction was beforehand given. But

we could. not get satisfiable discriminant score when we tried to discriminate all the

stops including both the voiceless and the voiced.

The reason will be that, although in multiple group discrimination much

amount of information are needed to discriminate a larger number of groups, the

features are selected only as an averaged result for all the groups and the best features

separating one phoneme from others can not always be selected. This problem will

become more crucial as the increase of the number of groups to be discriminated.

To improve this probrem we propose an alternative method, a multiple group

discriminant method using pair-wise discrimination.

This method consists of two steps. At first, two group linear discriminant

analysis is performed for each pair of groups. Next, by combining the results of

these analyses, we obtain discriminated results for the whole groups.

We show where the probrem lays in the former method, and also show the later

method we propose in this report is effective for the discrimination of voiced and

voiceless stops.

ANALYSIS OF SPEECH SIGNAL

Samples we use are mono-syllables; stop consonants /t p, t, k, b, d, g/ followed
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burst point

Fig. 1. Example of time windows and the waveform (mono-syllable fbi/).

by one of the five vowels Ja, i, u, e, oj uttered by 89 male speakers (3402 sampls

in all) articulated without training or regulation. J?J means the void of consonants,

i.e., pure vowel.

A speech signal is low-pass filtered and digitized at 18.5 kHz with an accuracy

of 12 bits.

We analize each sample by the following procedure.

1) Detect the burst point ofa consonant by the human observation of the change

of the amplitude and the zero-crossing of the waveform.

2) Cut out six frames from the speech signal with a time window, where each frame

is 25 ms wide and delayed 10 ms from preceeding frame. And the center of

second frame is located at the burst point. (See Fig. 1)

3) For each frame, calculate the smoothed spectrum and the mean squared

prediction error by the 26th-order linear prediction algorithm.

4) Transform or merge each spectrum into 28 variables corresponding to critical

band filter outputs.

5) Thus, each frame is analyzed to generate 29 variables (28 variables calculated

in 4), and the mean squared prediction error in 3)). So, we get 174 input

variables (29 variables X 6 frames) as the measurements of a sample.

MULTIPLE GROUP DISCRIMINANT METHOP USING LINEAR DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION

At first, we tried to classify samples using a conventional linear discriminant

function.

In order to obtain an effective discriminant function (that is, one with a low

error rate), variables, i.e., the feature variables which have discriminating power

must be selected before construction of discriminant function, excluding the noisy

or irrelevant input variables.

In this report we used stepwize variable selection method in the application

program package BMDP7M (Biomedical Computer Program-P) to select effective

variables out of 174 input variables.

This method starts by calculating the between-group F value for each variable.

A variable is selected as a feature if
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I) it maximizes the between-group F value, and

2) the between-group F value exceeds a threshold value (we give it beforehand).

And a variable is removed as a feature if

I) the between-group F value fails to exceed a threshold value, and

2) it minimizes the between-group F value.

Applying this procedure stepwise we can select a set of feature variables.

Linear discriminant functions which includes meaningless variables will not be

the effective one. So variable selection is very important for this method.

Using these selected variables, we build-up linear discriminant function.

Now suppose that there are n groups GI, G2, •.• ,Gn, to which samples are

discriminated.

A common covariance matrix L' is given by

I n

L=--~ Wks-n k=1

n

s= ~Sk
k=1

where, ~k is the covariance matrix in group Gk , and

Sk is the size of samples from group Gk.

Here we assume that L1= L2= L3= = Ln(== L)' If this assumption IS

not true, discriminant functions will be quadratic. By a quadratic discriminant

function, we may get more satisfiable results than by linear discriminant functions.

But quadratic discriminant function may give us an unreliable result if we have

only small number of samples, compared with the number of variables. So we

take this assumption and build-up linear discriminant functions.

We use x (vector expression of feature variables) as a measurements of a samples

to be discriminated.

Maharanobis D2 distance between x and the mean vector in G" is given by

D,,2= (x-ftk)'L-1(x-p,k)

where, flk is the mean vector in Gk

We assign x to group G. which minimizes Maharanobis D2 distance, that is,
n

D.2=MinD;2
;=1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS I

Samples examined are stops I?, p, t, k, d, b, gl followed by one of the five

vowels la, i, u, e, 01 uttered by 89 male speakers (3402 samples in all).

We made the following experiments, using these samples.

a) discrimination of Ip, t, kj, kb/

b) discrimination of Ib, d, gj, gbl

c) discrimination of /?,P, t, kj, kbl
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Fig. 2. Averaged discriminant scores for discrimination of various
set of groups, obtained by multiple group discriminant
method using linear discriminant functions.

x axis indicates whether groups include the voiced or not.
y axis indicates whether groups include the voiceless or not.
z axis indicates averaged discriminant scores for each groups.

d) discrimination of jp, t, kj, kb, b, d, gj, gbj

e) discrimination of It, p, t, kf, kb, b, d, gj, gbj

In each experiment, we classified samples independently of the following vowels.

We use an expression jkfl for jkj followed by ji,ej, and Ikbj for jkj followed by

ja,u,oj. jgfj and jgbj are same as the case of jkj.

Fig. 2 shows discriminant scores of each experiment. (In this report, we obtain

discriminant scores by Jack-knife method to estimate the performance in the

classification of future observations.)

Discriminant scores of experiments a) and b) (both about 92%) show that our

method is effective for discrimination ofa smaller number ofgroups.

But results of experiments d) and e) show that our method isn't effective enough

for discrimination of a lager number of groups.

PROBLEMS IN A CONVENTIONAL MULTIPLE GROUP DISCRIMINANT METHOD

In the method we described in the preceeding section, the features which con

tribute to the separation of all the. groups on the average are selected. But, in

general, the best feature separating one group from others may be different from
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those separating other one. Consequently, the variables which can best separate

one group from others may not be selected, if they have no discriminating power

for other groups, This will cause the loss of information in feature variables.

On the other hand, the discrimination among multiple groups can be realized

by the combination of discrimination between two groups constituting the multiple

groups. By doing so, the merit is attained to select the optimal feature variables to

separate each pair of groups best.

MULTIPLE GROUP DISCRIMINANT METHOD USING PAIR-WISE DISCRIMINATION

The method we describe in this section consists of two steps, In the first step

(pair-wise diacrimination step), two group linear discriminant analysis is performed

for each pair of groups, Next, in the second step (multiple group discrimination

step), by combining the results of the first step, a multiple group discrimination is

performed, Fig 3 shows a diagram ofthe multiple group discriminant method using

pair-wise discrimination method.

1) Pair.,;wise discrimination step

We have groups j?,p, t, kt,kb, b, d,gt,gbj to which samples are to be discriminated.

At first, we perform two group linear discriminant analysis for every pair of groups.

d''1'k,-- :p- ...--p: - r---- .,- -I,g-

! ! ! !
variable variable variable variable

selection selection selection selection

.....
linear linear linear linear

discrimi- discrlmi- discrimi- discrimi-
nant nant nant nant
analysis analysis analysis analysis

oup
MINIMAX Method or Majority Method Ition step

multiple gr
discrimina

pair-wise

discrimination

step

Fig. 3. Diagram of multiple group discriminant method using pair-wise discrimination.
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At this case, selection of variables is done for every pair. For each pair of groups,

using stepwise variable selection method, as stated in the previous section, we select

feature variables which are effective for the discrimination of that pair of groups.

A set of variables which are effective for the discrimination of a pair will be

defferent from a set of variables effective for discrimination of other pairs. For

example, variables selected for the pair of !P! and !k! will be different from those

selected for !P! and !b!. Therefore, different feature space will be formed for each

paIr.

A sample to be discriminated is fed into every two group discriminant analysis

in parallel.

Now suppose that a sample x is. fed into two group linear discriminant analysis

for pair of groups Gl and G2. A posteriori probability to the group pair G1, G2,

for this sample is given by,

where, 'TI'j is a priori probability of this sample belonging togroup G j •

D i 2 is Maharanobis D2 distance between x and the mean vector in group

Gi.

PC1(G1: G2)(X)+PC2(G1: G2)(X) = 1.

In this case, we use only the variables selected for pair Gl and G2.

EXAMPLE 1

Suppose that there are three groups, !pl,!tl and !kl. For a sample x to be

discriminated, we will get Pp(P: t)(x); Pt(p: t)(x), Pp(p: k)(x); Pk(p: k)(x) and

Pt(t: k)(x); Pk(t:k)(x) for three pairs.

Thus for a sample to be discriminated) we obtain 2'"C2 a posteriori probabilities,

which are the outputs of two group linear discriminant analysis for each pair ofgroups.

We will introduce two different method for multiple group discrimination)

combining these a posteriori probabilities.

11) Multiple group discrimination step

Suppose that there are n groups to which samples are discriminated that is,

G1, G2, Ga,... ,GIO

1. Majority method

i) calculate DPcj(G j : Gk)(x) for each pair Gj, Gk, 1~j<k~n

.' G _{ 0 if PCi(G j : Gk)(x)<O.5
DPCi(GJ • k)(X)- 1 if PCi(G

j
: Gk)(x):2:0.5

i=j or k

ii) calculate SCi(X) for group Gi(i= 1, n)

SC;(x) = :E DPCi(G;: Gk)(x)
k=l=;

iii) sample x will be d scriminated to group G., where
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EXAMPLE 2

In the case of EXAMPLE 1, if we get

Ppep: t)(x) =0.7, Pt(p: t) (x) =0.3,

Pp(p: k) (x) =0.6, Pk(p: k) (x) =0.4,

Pt(t: k) (x) =0.8, Pk(p: k) (x) =0.2,

then

DPp(p: t)(x)=I, DPt(p: kt)(x) =0,

DPp(P: k)(x)=I, DPk(p: k)(x)=O,

DPt(t: k)(x)=I, DPk(t: k)(x) =0,

and

Sp(x) =2, St(x) = 1, Sk(X) =0.

At this case we will discriminate x to IP I.
DPGi(Gi: Gj)(x) takes value I when two group discriminant analysis for a

pair Gi, Gj judges that a sample x might be discriminated to Gi, not to Gj. (Notice

that sample x may belong to the other group Gk , k=t=i nor j. Even in this case, x

is forced to be judged as Gi or Gj.)

SGi(X) indicates how many times the judgements that x might belong to Gi are

done. In, this method, the majority of these judgements decides the group to which

the sample is finally discriminated. So we call this method 'majority method'.

2. MINMAX method

In the case of EXAMPLE 2, one may suppose that the sample x belongs to It/

observing the highest probability Pt(t: k)(x) =0.8. But notice that Pt(t: k)(x) says

nothing about /p/, since Pt(t: k) (x) is calculated regardless of the distribution of

samples from IPI. SO the sample x may belong to Ipl. On the other hand, we can

suppose that the sample x doesn't belong to /kj observing Pk(t:k) (x) =0.2.

Thus, we can get a negative information for assignment by observing a lower

value ofa posteriori probabilities. So, at first, for the group G, (i= 1, n) we calculate

the minimum value of the a posteriori probabilities. If such a minimum value for

Gi is small enough, we can safely judge that the sample doesn't belong to Gi. So

we discriminate the sample to group G# which has the maximum value among

minimum value of a posterior probabilities of each group Gi • Such the maximum

value indicates a risk of judgements that the sample does not belong to that group

like an elimination method of negative results or like a refutation method. The

assignment rule is given by,

i) calculate MGi(x) for group Gi(i= 1, n), where

MGi(x)=Min (PGi(Gi: G*)(x))
**i

ii) discriminate a sample x to Go, where
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EXAMPLE 3

In the case of EXAMPLE 2, the minimum value of a posteriori probability for

each group is given by Mp(x) =0.6, Mt(x) =0.3, Mk(x) =0.2. In this case, x is

discriminated to IPI, the same result with majority method. We call this method

'MINMAX method'.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 2

Samples are mono-syllabic speech I?,P, t, k, b, d,gl followed by la, i, u, e, 01 uttered

(Ofo)

.l!?
2
§ 15

8
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15.5

8.3

1 5e
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:>
c

linear discriminant
functions

majority method IMINMAX method

pair-wise discrimination

Fig. 4. Averaged error classification rate by each method for f?, p, t, kf, kb, b, d, gr, gb!.

Table 1. Classification result (Confusion matrix) by MINMAX method

p II
percent I ?
correct

? I 94 466 25 1 2 0 0 0 0 1
p 90 30 444 16 1 2 2 0 0 0
t 93 3 14 431 4 12 0 1 0 0

kb 95 0 2 9 281 0 0 0 4 0
kf I 99 0 0 2 0 195 0 0 0 1

I
b 87 5 42 1 1 0 432 12 3 0
d 87 0 3 37 0 0 13 405 1 6

gb 91 2 0 2 15 1 3 4 266 1
gf

I
93 1 0 1 0 8 1 3 0 184

consonants

Total 91
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by 89 male speakers (3402 samples in all).

We discriminate stops j?,p, t, kj, kb, b, d, gj, gbj followed by vowels independently

of speakers. Fig. 4 shows the averaged error classification rate by each discriminant

method. 90.8% of all the samples are correctly classified by 'majority method'

and 91.2% by 'MINMAX method', while 84.50/0 by linear discriminant function

for multiple groups stated before. Table 1 shows confusion matrix by 'MINMAX

method'.

CONCLUSION

At first we tried to discriminate stops, using multiple group discriminant func

tion. But we faild to get satisfactly discriminant score especially for the discrimina

tion for a larger number of groups.

Next, we proposed multiple group discriminant method using pair-wise discrimi

nation, assuming that differences among all the groups are well described by a set of

features extracted for each pair of groups.

We used two group linear discriminant analysis for each pair of groups using

variables that optimize the separation of each pair. Then we discriminated stops

to multiple group using results of these two group linear discriminant analysis. And

we could get satisfiable improvement, that is, 91.2% ofall the samples were correctly

classified.

The results lead to the conclusion that multiple group discriminant method

using pair-wise discrimination is effective for discrimination of Japanese voiceless

and voiced stops.

(Aug. 31, 1986, received)


